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Welcome to the International Center of Photography, the world’s leading
institution dedicated to the practice and understanding of photography and
the reproduced image in all its forms. We’re glad you’re here!
We are proud to present Roman Vishniac Rediscovered, an exhibition that
brings together four decades of work by a remarkably versatile and innovative
photographer and one of the most accomplished photographers of the 20th
century. Many of Vishniac’s photographs, which you will see today, have never
been published or exhibited before. Use this guide to explore his work and the
historical significance of his images.

Getting Started
Think of the many places you have seen photographs in your life. Were they in
advertisements? In books? In museums or art galleries? Why might someone
make a photograph?
Vishniac was best known for making black-and-white photographs of people
in real-life situations. Through his photography, he hoped to bring awareness to
the lives of people living in Jewish communities in Eastern Europe before and
after World War II as well as immigrant communities in the United States.
Do you ever make photographs? Why? What type of camera do you use?
A film camera? A digital camera? A phone?
Vishniac often used a Leica camera. The Leica was one of the first compact
cameras to use film, which made it possible to make candid pictures of people
at any place or time.
Beginning in Berlin
Find the work titled People behind bars from the Berlin Zoo.
Describe what you see in this photograph. Why do you think Vishniac chose to
make the photograph from this point of view? What is unique about it?
When Vishniac was a young man, he moved from Russia to Berlin.He was
fascinated by his new home, and as a foreigner, documented life on the
streets of Berlin.
Is there something about this photograph that might suggest that the
photographer was an outsider looking in? How would this photograph be
different if Vishniac had made it from a different angle? What if it had been
taken from the other side of the bars?

Exploring Eastern Europe Before World War II
Find the photograph of David Eckstein and classmates in cheder (a Jewish
elementary school). How would you describe the people in this photograph?
Between 1935 and 1938, Vishniac made photographs of people living in poor
Jewish communities in Eastern Europe.
What clues does Vishniac give you about the time and place this photograph
was made? Who else might be in the room that is not pictured?
Documentary photographers try to capture everyday life and in doing so make
choices about what to show us. When you make a photograph, how do you
decide what to show the viewer? Why do you think Vishniac chose to focus on
these boys?
Take a closer look at the main boy in this scene. In the space below, write a
sentence describing what he might be thinking at the time this photograph
was made.

Find the photograph entitled Fish is the favored food for the kosher table
from Eastern Europe.
What is happening in this photograph? What might be happening beyond the
edges of the frame?
Similar to the way he documented Berlin, Vishniac also spent years capturing
the daily life of Jewish people in Eastern Europe before World War II.
What might this photograph tell you about daily life in a Jewish shtetl (town) in
the 1930s? Compare this photograph to the one you just viewed. Is the mood
similar or different? How?

Returning to Europe After World War II
Find the image titled Boy standing on mountain of rubble in Berlin.
What details stand out in this photograph? Sketch a few of them below.

Photographs tell a story. What kind of story does this photograph tell?
What kind of place is this? Think about who this boy was. Where might he
have come from? Where might he have gone after this image was made?
Keep exploring Vishniac’s work and learn more about the rediscovered
images of this masterful artist!
Visit vishniac.icp.org for more information.
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Front: Roman Vishniac, [Jewish schoolchildren, Mukacevo], ca. 1935–38. © Mara Vishniac Kohn. Courtesy International Center
of Photography.
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